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Transfer of momentum and torque from a light beam to a liquid

A. Yu. Savchenko, N. V. Tabiryan, and B. Ya. Zel’dovich*
CREOL and Physics Department, University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816-2700

~Received 26 February 1997; revised manuscript received 5 May 1997!

Refraction or absorption of light results in the force and torque, i.e., transfer of momentum and angular
momentum from light to the medium. In transversely inhomogeneous beams, the force per unit volumef may
have curlfÞ0 leading to flow or to nonthermal and nongravitational convection in liquids. The force and the
torque in scattering systems are as strong as in absorbing materials and may allow one to carry out experiments
avoiding thermal effects. Nonlinear optical response of liquid crystals due to this convection is discussed.
@S1063-651X~97!03210-8#

PACS number~s!: 42.70.Df, 42.50.Vk, 42.65.Sf, 47.27.2i
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pressure of light and the problem of the proper cho
of the expression for the electromagnetic-field moment
density and stress tensor in a medium was a subject of
discussions since the works of Lorentz, Abraham, a
Minkowski; see the relatively modern studies@1,2#. The ex-
istence of light pressure is especially evident if the light
considered as a beam of quanta with the flux density

I ~quanta/m2s!5@S ~W/m2!#/@\v ~J!#. ~1!

Here and belowS5«0c2E3B is the time-averaged value o
the Poynting vector,\v and \k5(\vn/c)k/k are, respec-
tively, the energy and the momentum of a photon,n is the
refractive index, andk5v/c in vacuum.~In @2#, this is re-
ferred to as Minkovski’s form of ‘‘crystal momentum’’ o
‘‘pseudomomentum.’’! Then the reflection of a beam by
surface back into vacuum results in the buildup of the pr
sureP ~force F per areaA!,

P5F/A52\kI52Sk/v52S/c. ~2!

This fact, evident nowadays, was verified experimenta
in 1900 by Lebedev@3#; see also@4#. A lot of work on the
transfer of momentum and torque from the light to individu
atoms, molecules, and macroscopic particles has been
formed so far; see, e.g.,@5–7#. The main concern of thos
works was the ‘‘differential’’ motion of the individual par
ticles with respect to the surrounding medium.

Transfer of the ‘‘spin’’ part of the angular momentum
light to the director of a nematic liquid crystal~NLC! was
observed by Santamatoet al. @8#. In that work the rotation of
the NLC director was observed, with the angular veloc
V/2p about 0.02 Hz; the power density of the argon la
beam was about 23103 W/cm2 and the thickness of the ce
was 65mm.

Transfer of the ‘‘orbital’’ angular momentum from a las
beam with a wave-front dislocation~with a phase singular
ity! to an absorptive particle was observed directly in
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experiment, which was reported in@9#. The Laguerre-
Gaussian beam proportional to exp(2ivt1ikz1imw) with
m563 was used and the particles of the size about 2.5mm
acquired the rotation speedV/2p about 4 Hz. Smaller par-
ticles were reported to join the rotation of the main trapp
particle. The above value of the rotation speed was in ag
ment with the idea of the balance between the two contri
tions to the torque. The first one is equal tomP/v
5\mP/\v, whereP is the power absorbed by the particl
and the second contribution26phVr 3 is due to viscous
friction ~viscosity coefficienth! of the liquid surrounding an
almost spherical particle of the radiusr .

An important development of those measurements w
reported in@10#, where thez component of the orbital angu
lar momentumm53 of the absorbed photon was either i
creasedm1s531154 or decreasedm1s532152 by
the spin angular momentum of the photons5Sz /\561.
That was achieved by switching the circular polarizati
from right to left. An angular velocityV/2p about 1 Hz was
observed and the theoretically predicted ratios 4:3:2 w
confirmed in the experiment.

Many theoretical results were obtained in the papers
Allen and co-workers@11–13#, concerning the relative con
tributions of orbital and spin angular momenta. Referen
@12# contains the discussion of the nonparaxial approxim
tion in the theory of the angular momentum of a light bea

In the present paper we discuss the force and study
torque transferred from light to the volume of the medium
a whole. At first glance it may seem that the correspondi
effects are almost undetectable due to the presence of a
quantityc533108 m/s in the denominator of the expressio
for the pressure 2S/c, Eq. ~2!. However, just those effect
are responsible for the giant orientational optical nonlinea
of liquid crystals~LCs!; see, e.g.,@14–20#. We show here
that the action of light pressure on a liquid as a whole is b
remarkable and easily detectable. The emphasis of
present work isnot on the deformation of the profile of th
free surface of liquid under the light pressure~see@2–4# and
references therein!, but on the creation of steady-state co
vective flow of the liquid in a confined volume. It may als
be called ‘‘convective motion.’’ We would like to emphasiz
here that this isnot ‘‘thermal convection in the presence o
gravity,’’ i.e., this isnot the ‘‘convection’’ in the most usua
sense of this word. The word ‘‘convection’’ in our case
4773 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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applied to remind the reader that we discuss essentiallycir-
culatory flow of a liquid as opposed, for example, to th
monodirectional Poiseuille-type flow.

In other words, we have not rediscovered that the li
pressure is stronger than it was assumed to be. It is the ‘‘s
ness’’ of liquids making them highly responsive to ev
minute forces that seems so fascinating to us. Besides
want to emphasize the importance of the acting force to h
nonzero curl. Namely, the effect of the well-known~and
large! gravity force on ahomogeneousliquid cannot result in
flow or in convection for the simple reason that the poten
character of this force leads to the buildup of the appropr
hydrostatic pressure, which completely balances the gra
in the steady state.

The source of inspiration for the present work was
observation of the optical processes in dye-doped~i.e., ab-
sorbing! NLCs @21–23#, where the nonlinearity turned to b
nearly 100 times larger than for the ‘‘standard giant’’ no
linearity @14–20#. Originally, we attempted to relate that e
hancement to the light-induced convection mechanism.
think now that convection was not responsible for the p
nomena observed in@21–23#. Nevertheless, the results of th
present work show that the steady-state flow of a liqu
induced by transfer of momentum and torque from light to
liquid ~and liquid crystals, in particular!, definitely exists as
an independent and strong phenomenon.

II. LIQUID-CRYSTAL ORIENTATIONAL NONLINEARITY
AS A LIGHT PRESSURE EFFECT

Consider a light beam propagating in a transparent N
i.e., in an optically uniaxial crystal. An extraordinary wav
propagates here in such a way that the group-velocity ve
~or the Poynting vectorS! is at an angleb from the direction
of the wave vectork. Taking a small cube of the sizea3a
3a with the directionz8 along the Poynting vectorS ~see
Fig. 1!, one is ensured that the photons are entering the c
through the facez852a/2 only and are quitting the cub
through the facez851a/2 only. Since the medium is trans

FIG. 1. Orientation of the liquid crystal as arising from th
noncollinearity of the Poynting vectorS and photon momentum
vector\k.
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parent, there is a complete balance between the input
output numbers of quanta, energy, and momentum. H
ever, the deviation of thek direction from theS direction
gives rise to the ‘‘lever arms,’’1ba/2 for the input quanta
and2ba/2 for the output quanta, and the torqueT applied to
the volumeV5a3 equals

T5a2I\k~ab!5VbSn/c. ~3!

On the other hand, the standard expression for the torqu

T5r3F5r3eE5er3E5d3E5VP3E5VD3E,
~4!

where P5D2«0E is the dipole moment of unit volume
Since D5«0c2k3B/v and E5S3B/B2«0c2 in a plane
wave, the angle betweenD andE has the same valueb as the
angle betweenS and k and the ‘‘quantum’’ and standard
expressions for the torque evidently coincide.

III. ROTATION OF A LIQUID DUE TO ABSORPTION OF
THE PHOTON’S SPIN

If the medium has nonzero absorption coefficienta ~m21,
for intensity!, then the momentum\k, orbital angular mo-
mentumr3\k, and spin angular momentum\sk/k of the
photons may be deposited into the small volumeV of the
medium: the forceF5fV5aVSk/v (N) and the spin torque
T5tV5VaSsk/kv (N m). Heres561 for the right or
left circular polarization, respectively. We do not consid
orbital torque in this section.

Let a circularly polarized light of a constant intensi
Sz(x,y,z)5S5const illuminate a cell with weakly absorbin
liquid aL!1 occupying the space 0<z<L ~Fig. 2!. The
transverse boundary of the axially symmetric beamx21y2

5R0
2 is assumed to be very distant from the region of int

est. Takingr as the density of liquid and the azimuthal v
locity uw(r ,t) as the measure of the angular momentumDM
of the hydrodynamic motion in the small layer of liquid
<z<L, 0<w<2p, r<r 8<r 1Dr , one may writeDM
52pz0r 2ruwDr . Then the equation fordDM /dt expresses
the balance between the angular momentum acquired f
light and the viscous transfer of angular momentumM from

FIG. 2. Rotation of a liquid due to the transfer of the photon
spin angular momentum via absorption of circularly polarized lig
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one layer to the other. Neglecting the friction with the wa
z50 andL, one gets

]uw

]t
2

D

r 2

]

]r F r 3
]

]r S uw

r D G5
B

r
, B5

saS

rv
, D5

h

r
.

~5!

Here h (N s/m2) is the viscosity coefficient andD
5h/r (m2/s) is the kinematic viscosity~of the dimensions
of a diffusion coefficient!.

It is interesting to note that this partial differential equ
tion with zero initial conditionuw(r ,t50)50 and with in-
stantaneous switch-on of the spatially homogeneous
time-independent illumination,S50 at t50 andS5const at
t.0, has a self-similar solution. Introducing the dimensio
less independent variable~argument! j5r /(4Dt)1/2 and the
new dependent variable~function! w(j)5uw /r , one gets the
equation

j2
d2w

dj2 1~3j12j3!
dw

dj
52C, C5

saS

vh
. ~6!

Here j.0 and the boundary conditions arew(j@1)
'C/4j2 andw(j!1)'2(C/2)lnj. Indeed, one can neglec
the viscosity at large radius, i.e., atj@1, and then the first
boundary condition becomes evident directly from the E
~5!. This limit is also equivalent to keeping only the ter
2j3dw/dj on the left-hand side of Eq.~6!. On the other
hand, at small radius or at relatively large time, one c
neglect the term 2j3dw/dj and the asymptotic behavio
w(j!1)'2C lnj becomes evident. This asymptotic lim
corresponds to the almost ‘‘rigid-body’’ rotationuw(r ,t)
'V(t)r with the slowly increasing angular velocity of rota
tion V(t)'(C/2)lnt.

The explicit form of the self-similar solution is

v~j!5
C

2 E
j

`

~12e2t2!
dt

t3 ~7a!

or, in slightly different notations,

w~j!5
C

4j3 @Ei~1,j2!j2112e2j2
#,

Ei~1,j2!5E
1

`

e2 i j2 dt

t
. ~7b!

The graph of the dimensionless functionw(j)/C versus the
dimensionless argumentj follows very nearly both of the
asymptotic expressions: atj<1 and atj>1. For the given
time t, the velocity uw5rw(j) has its maximumuw

'0.5C(Dt)1/2 in a rather broad interval 0.5,j,1 of values
of j.

An approximate way to take into account the decelerat
influence of the boundariesz50 andL is to add the term
Dd2uw /dz2 to the right-hand side of Eq.~5!. Assume also
the approximatez profile of the velocity asuwsin(pz/L).
Then one may describe the friction effect of the wall as
term 2Guw added to the right-hand side of Eq.~5!, where
the inverse relaxation timeG51/t is
nd

-

.

n

g

e

G51/t5D~p/L !2.

For the radiusr>L/p, one should consider mostly th
friction with the walls and not between the layers with t
different r . Then the steady-state solution for the velocity

uw5B/rG5LS~aL !/p2vhr . ~8!

The original assumption of small absorption means t
the factoraL cannot be made larger than 1 in Eq.~8!. Let us
make some numerical estimations, takingaL51 and r 5L
in Eq. ~8! and h'1022 P51023 N s/m2 ~for water!, and
v53.731015 rad/s for l50.5mm. Taking S5102 W/cm2

5106 W/m2, one getsuw5531028 m/s50.025mm/s. This
is evidently a very small effect. One cannot further increa
the power density of radiation in the absorbing medium.
deed, taking the thermal diffusivity coefficient aboutx
'1.531027 m2/s for water and the thicknessL of the cell
about 100mm, one gets the thermal relaxation time about
'L2/xp2'0.731022 s, so that the temperature increase
aS5S/L5104 W/s cm3 is already about 15 °C.

However, one may use a medium with strongly scatter
~but nonabsorbing! particles. In that case the medium st
takes the spin of the incident radiation, but not its ener
Then a laser beam with the power 10 W focused into a s
1003100mm2 givesS about 105 W/cm2 and the effect be-
comes three orders of magnitude stronger, i.e.,uw55
31025 m/s52.5mm/s. Such a velocity may be easily ob
served by heterodyne registration of the Doppler shift of
scattered radiation.

We will see in the next section, however, that the veloc
of the motion induced by the deposition of the photon’s m
mentum itself, or of thex andy components of the ‘‘orbital’’
angular momentum, may give much larger effects. An e
mation of the ‘‘gain’’ factor for the ‘‘orbital’’ torque in com-
parison with the ‘‘spin’’ torque is 2pL/l, whereL is char-
acteristic size either of the beam or of the cell. It correspo
to the notion that the lever arm for the spin of a photon
very small: aboutl/2p.

IV. FLOW OF A LIQUID INDUCED BY LIGHT
PRESSURE

Consider now the linearized equations for the hydrod
namics of incompressible liquid under the influence of
externally applied forcef(x,y,z) (N/m3); see, e.g.,@24–26#.
In this section we neglect the spin part of the torque tra
ferred from light to the unit volume of the liquid. Then on
gets the Navier-Stokes-type equations

]ui

]t
5DS ]2

]x2 1
]2

]y2 1
]2

]z2Dui1
1

r S f i2
]

]xi
p~x,y,z,t ! D .

~9!

Herep(r ,t) is the pressure and the velocity vectoru satisfies
the continuity equation, which, for an incompressible liqu
takes the form

]ux

]x
1

]uy

]y
1

]uz

]z
50. ~10!
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The boundary conditions are zero for each of the three c
ponents of the velocity at the walls of the cell:

u~z50,x,y,t !5u~z5L,x,y,t !50. ~11!

Homogeneity of the cell in the~x andy! directions makes
it natural to use a two-dimensional Fourier expansion for
solution of this problem:

u~x,y,z,t !5E E eikxx1 ikyyU~kx ,ky ,z,t !dkxdky ,

~12!

whereu is any ofux ,uy ,uz , f x , f y , f z ,p. It is natural to de-
compose the force and the velocity distributions into t
parts: the partsf' ,u' , which lie in the (x,y) plane and are
perpendicular to the two-dimensionalk vector, and the res
of the f andu vectors.

The continuity equation is satisfied automatically for t
components of velocity perpendicular to the wave vectok
and then the natural expansion for those components is

u~z,t !, f ~z,t !5 (
m51

`

„um~ t !, f m~ t !…sinS pmz

L D , ~13!

so that the boundary conditions are satisfied. The equatio
motion contains no pressure term and becomes

dum

dt
1gmum5

1

r
f m , gm5D~k21m2p2/L2! ~14!

and the steady-state response isum5 f m /rgm .
The consideration of that (x,y) component of the velocity

u that is parallel tok vector, as well as taking account of i
z component@as excited by the force distributionf(r ,t)#, is
somewhat more complicated since here the pressure
works. ForkÞ0, one may express the ‘‘longitudinal’’ com
ponent of the velocityul5(u•k)/k via uz with the use of Eq.
~10!:

ul5 ik21]uz /]z. ~15!

The equation~9! for the longitudinal componentul allows
one to eliminate the pressurep from the subsequent equa
tions. Finally, introducing a new functionc, one may get the
differential equation

c~kx ,ky ,z,t !5S 12
1

k2

]2

]z2Duz~kx ,ky ,z,t !,

]c

]t
2Dk2S 12

1

k2

]2

]z2Dc5
1

r S f z1
]

]z

ik•f

k2 D ~16!

or, if only the steady state is of interest, one gets an e
simpler equation foruz :

D3D3uz~x,y,z!5H~x,y,z!,

hH5
]

]z S ] f x

]x
1

] f y

]y D2S ]2

]x2 1
]2

]y2D f z , ~17!
-

e

of

rm

n

D35S ]2

]x2 1
]2

]y2 1
]2

]z2D .

Here D3 denotes the three-dimensional Laplace opera
The advantage of the use ofuz consists in the simplicity of
the boundary conditions: at both boundaries, both the fu
tion itself and itsz derivative must be equal to zero. The fir
statement is the condition of no slipping of a viscous liqu
and the second one uses the above condition and the inc
pressibility equation~10!.

The solution of Eq.~17! may be achieved in a Fourie
representation~with respect tokx ,ky!. Namely, the solution
of the equation

S ]2

]z22k2D 2

U~z,k2!5H~z,k2! ~18!

with the boundary conditions of zero values ofU and]U/]z
both atz50 andL is

U~z,k!5E
0

L

dzG~z,z8,k2!H~z8,k!, ~19!

where the Green’s functionG(z,z8,k2)5G(z8,z,k2) satis-
fies the equation

S ]2

]z22k2D 2

G~z,z8,k2!5d~z2z8! ~20!

and the same boundary conditions. The general expres
for G(z,z8,k2) is

G~z,z8,k2!5u~z82z!$A@kz cosh~kz!2sinh~kz!#

1Bkz sinh~kz!%1u~z2z8!„C$k~L2z!

3cosh@k~L2z!#2sinh@k~L2z!#%

1Dk~L2z!sinh@k~L2z!#…. ~21!

Indeed, it is easy to verify that Eq.~21! is a solution at any
zÞz8 and boundary conditions are satisfied. Four requ
ments, the continuity ofG, ]G/]z, and ]2G/]z2 at z5z8
and the condition of unit step of]3G/]z3 at z5z8, allow one
to find all the four coefficientsA, B, C, andD. Particular
expressions are simple in principle, but extremely cumb
some. We have calculated themanalytically with the use of
symbolic computation ofMATHEMATICA 3.0; MATHCAD 6.0

also gave the same~complicated! answer.
We have used the analytical solution Eq.~19! to find @by

numerical computation of the Fourier integral~12!# the dis-
tribution of the componentsux ,uy ,uz of the velocity vector
u. Figure 3 shows the distribution ofuz andur under illumi-
nation of the cell by a Gaussian beam with the intens
profile

S~x,y,z!5~pa2!21P0exp@2az2~x21y2!/a2#,

f z5aSn/c. ~22!

Herea is the radius of the beam, which is equal to the h
width by the criteria exp~21! of the maximum, andP0 is the
total power of the beam. Particular values of the parame
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wereaL51 anda50.25L for Fig. 3. It should be noted tha
we have plotted all the small arrows with the same length
Fig. 3. Meanwhile, the values of velocity are the highest
the axis of the beamr 50. Actually, for aL51 the maxi-
mum of u(r 50,z) is localized quite close to the middle o
the cellz5L/2.

The photons comprising the beam~22! have a zeroz com-
ponent of the orbital angular momentum. Therefore, no ro
tion of the liquid around thez axis is excited via the scatter
ing or absorption of such a beam. However, the forcf
applied to a unit volume has a nonzeroz component. There-
fore, thex and y components of the orbital torque,tx5y fz
and ty52x fz , are transferred to the unit volume of th
liquid. Sure enough, these components depend explicitly
the choice of the origin for thex and y coordinates. More-
over, thetotal torque is zero if that origin is chosen at th
axis of the beam. It should be reminded, however, that
are interested in the motion of one part of the liquid relat
to the other. Therefore, the axially localizedz component of
the force yields a nonzero torquety52x fz if the origin is
chosen somewhere in the middle of Fig. 3. It is in th
choice-of-origin noninvariant sense that we attribute the
picted circulatory flow of liquid to the transfer of thex andy
components of theorbital torque from light to the liquid.

The numerical value of the maximum of the genera
velocity uz for viscosity h51022 P ~water! and L
5100mm was 9mm/s ~0.0009 cm/s! for the beam power 2
mW. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the value of
maximum of the generated velocityuz versus the dimension
less parametera/L. We see a rather fast decrease ofuz at
larger radii of the beam. The explanation is that ata/L@1
the force may be considered as almost potential.

Equation~17! is convenient for the estimation of the co
vection strength. Consider, for example, the case where

FIG. 3. Distribution of the velocity vector of the convectiv
motion induced by the absorption~or scattering! of a Gaussian
beam, normally incident in the1z direction, versus radiusr from
the beam axis and coordinatez perpendicular to the cell’s walls
The radiusa of the beam is the half width by the criteria exp~21!
of the maximum,a5L/4, and the absorptionaL51.
n
t

-

n

e

-

d

e

he

transverse size 2a of the exciting beam is about the thickne
L of the cell. Then the estimation for the spatial derivativ
]/]z is aboutp/L and]/]x,]/]y are about 1/2a51/L. As a
result, one gets the estimation for the velocity of convect

u'LS~aL !n/p4ch. ~23!

We see that this value of the excited velocity is larger th
the velocity for the ‘‘photon-spin’’-induced rotation by th
factor 2pr /l, or about 2pL/l. For the valuesaL51, S
5100 W/cm2, L about 100mm, andh'1022 P for water,
one gets the velocity of about 5mm/s, i.e., in surprising
agreement with the exact numerical calculations. Indeed,
accuracy of such an estimation is somewhat worse for la
transverse sizes of the beam.

The Doppler shift of thel50.5mm scattered radiation
for the velocity of the particles 10mm/s is aboutun/l
527 Hz, an easily measurable quantity. One may furt
increase the value of the Poynting vectorS by three orders of
magnitude in the experiment if the medium does not abs
light but merely scatters it. Then the effect becomes an e
three orders of magnitude stronger.

V. LIGHT-INDUCED CONVECTION IN LIQUID
CRYSTALS

The motion of a liquid crystal is governed by the visco
stress tensor, which is much more complicated than Nav
Stokes expression for isotropic liquids. Therefore, we w
not present those equations here and will discuss the co
sponding effects only at the level of estimations. Viscos
coefficients both for reorientation and for hydrodynamic m
tion for a typical LC are about 1 P. The absorption coe
cient may be made as large as necessary by the additio
dyes. However, for the elimination of heating, one may u
the scattering of light. The first evident possibility is th
admixture of the scattering~but nonabsorbing! particles. We
want to note here specially that liquid crystals possess v
strong intrinsic scattering of light by the thermodynamica
equilibrium fluctuations of the director. For example, the e

FIG. 4. Dependence of the maximum value of thez component
of the velocity of convective motion~mm/s! on the ratioa/L for
absorptionaL51 and laser power 2 mW.
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tinction coefficient due to scattering may be as large
10 cm21 for NLCs; see, e.g.,@20#. Moreover, it was pre-
dicted in@21# and demonstrated experimentally@28# that the
ordinary wave in a nematic LC may propagate without d
tortions and deflections at a rather high distance: up t
cm in an experiment similar to that in@28#. Then the only
source of attenuation of the ordinary wave is molecular s
tering, which leads to the transfer of momentum and torq
from a light beam to the LC.

All the above estimations for the convection velocit
with the modification of the viscosity coefficient, are app
cable to LCs. Hence, in the conditionsaL50.1, P
52 mW, L about 100mm, h'1 P for LCs, anda5L/4, one
gets a velocityu about 0.1mm/s and the gradients of th
velocity pu/L about 0.003 s21. This should be compare
with the relaxation constantg about 1 s21 for a 100-mm LC
cell. Therefore, in the typical conditions of strong coupli
between the gradients of the velocity and the orientat
@14#, the dimensionless degree of convection-induced re
entation may be aboutdu'pu/Lg50.003 rad of the direc-
tor deflection. The phase modulation of the light beam du
such a reorientation may be aboutdf'2pDnLdu/l, i.e.,
about 0.6 rad or more, and hence is easily observable. M
over, the above estimations correspond to the 2-mW be
from a He-Ne laser focused into a focal waist 50350
5(FWe21M )2 mm2. Since our mechanism of convectio
exploits only ‘‘mechanical’’~and not coherent! properties of
light, one may use 5-W laser diode to increase the effec
an extra factor about 2500.

VI. COMPARISON WITH THE MOTION OF INDIVIDUAL
PARTICLES

As was mentioned in the Introduction, our main interes
in themacroscopicmotion of the liquid. Meanwhile, the sub
ject of a large body of interesting publications in the field
light-induced motion~e.g.,@5–13#! is the translational or ro-
tational motion of anindividual particle relative to the sur
rounding liquid. Here we will make the comparison of th
corresponding values of the velocities.

The velocityuind of an individual particle may be consid
ered to be the result of the balance between the follow
s
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two forces. The first onef 5sSn/c is due to the scattering o
absorption of light~s is the corresponding cross section!.
The second forcef 526phru ind is due to the viscous fric-
tion of an almost spherical particle of the radiusr . A com-
parison ofuind5snS/6phcr with the expression Eq.~23!
for the macroscopic velocity of liquid yields

umacro

uind
'0.2

L2a

r
50.2

L2Ns

r
. ~24!

We see that the velocityuind of an individual scatterer or
absorber~particle! is larger thanumacro in the limit of a low
density of particles and thin specimen~low N andL!, i.e., for
an almost transparent liquid specimen, with very rare p
ticles in it. On the contrary, we are interested in this pape
the case whenuind!umacro. Such a situation is realized for
relatively thick sample with a large number of scatterers.
example may be taken of the particles with the sizer
'0.5mm, L5100mm, s'pr 2'1 mm2, and NLs'1, so
that N'1022 mm23. ~Note that it is only for the particle
size about a wavelength that one may estimates'pr 2.! In
that caseumacro/uind'40 and the macroscopic circulator
flow ~convection! of a liquid is much stronger than the mo
tion of an individual scatterer.

VII. CONCLUSION

The results of the above calculations and estimati
show that a light beam with an inhomogeneous transve
profile of intensity may enforce convection in liquids due
the transfer of momentum and torque. The phenomeno
remarkable in strongly absorbing and light-scattering mat
als such as colloids and liquid crystals, both presenting g
interest for modern technologies and fundamental scienc
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